
My grandpa was arrested and imprisoned in Vietnam in the late 1970's because he listened to world news
and updates on the radio, which was illegal at that time. He tuned in every evening with 2 of his friends
whom were also of ethnic Chinese background. It turned out that one of those 'friends' ended up actually
reporting my grandfather and other man to the police in return for safety from persecution. 

After my grandpa was imprisoned, it left my grandma with an overwhelming amount of responsibilities and
dangers to deal with at home. She shouldered the entire burden of having to arrange the family's escape
plan to Hong Kong. I am in absolute awe of her resilience and bravery. 
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Exploring Roots

Part 2 with Sinh Ha (My Dad)

My dad's eldest brother was in his 20's during the late 1970's and was serving in
the army as a military weapons trainer.

While tensions between Vietnam and China were increasing, him being of
ethnic Chinese background became an issue for many around him. It reached a
point where he chose to leave the military and return home - which was
considered a criminal offence. 

Only a couple days after returning home, he was taken away to prison -
resulting in both him and my grandpa being imprisoned at the same time. They
were even held in the same camp at one point and communicated through pipes
lining the cells. 

He was later released a few months later, and immediately sent out of the
country by my grandma.

My Eldest Uncle 伯伯 - Serving in the Army
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Into My Dad's Memories

When my dad was a young boy, he learnt to ride an
adult sized bike - my grandfather's - since their family
didn't have any child size bikes. 

He tells me about how him and the other kids would
weave their small legs through the mid section of the
bike like pictured on the left. This way of riding was
absolutely not comfortable and very challenging to
maintain balance and speed. Often times resulting in
having to just push the bike while walking along side it. 

The photo on the right is of a line of individual manhole style
bomb shelters that my dad remembers seeing along the
streets of most cities and towns in Vietnam. 

When sirens would sound warning residents of jets and
bombs incoming above, people would scatter and run to find
safety. These individual shelters were usually 3-4 feet deep,
and around 2 feet wide. Just enough room for a person to
crouch inside of. 

As you can see in the first hole pictured on the right, small
children would sometimes slip into and share.

"A bus, much like a run down school bus with steel bars lining the

windows, weighed down by dozens of prisoners, rolling past him

just a few feet in front of him."

Let me know your thoughts, I'd love to hear from you!

W A T C H  V I D E O

Click below to watch a video from 1967 in Hanoi
alarms sound and residents scatter to find shelter. 
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